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2015-Harari in a talk at Google

"Communism was the first techno-religion"..."It promised peace, prosperity,

paradise, but here on Earth with the use of technology" & says communism

emerges out of industrial revolutions

2022-4th Industrial Revolution, Great Reset/BBB, C 19
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Elon Musk's ex-wife 'Grimes' says "AI is the fastest path to communism"

https://t.co/8hRZ4sCMn6
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I did a thread in August about a WEF paper that suggested young people would rather be ruled by AI than humans

(link in next post). It's pretty wild to see young commies now advancing that narrative.

Grimes (Canadian musician) says "AI is the fastest path to communism"

\U0001f9f51 pic.twitter.com/9jEF4jKH2Y

— Peznt Journalist (@PezntJournalist) December 30, 2021

Klaus Schwab, 2016, on the 4th Industrial Revolution, "it will change actually us, our own identities"
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Harari Speech at World Economic Forum 2018,

https://t.co/xoCIgPs4B4
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"control of data might enable human elites to do something even more radical than just build digital dictatorships. By

hacking organisms, elite's may gain the power to re-engineer the future of life itself."

World Economic Forum Meeting 2018

SPEAKER: Yuval Noah Harari
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— Peznt Journalist (@PezntJournalist) September 14, 2021
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Essentially we have a group of elites in the corporate, government, technological, & scientific circles taking it upon

themselves to create a new global system. A system emerging out of the pandemic, which they are directly benefitting

from...

https://t.co/ctBBraxLgf
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Gillian Tett: "so do you want the scientists to take control? Do you want the United Nations? Do you think the United

Nations is capable? The World Economic Forum? I mean could all of the people here take control of this?"

World Economic Forum Meeting 2018

Yuval Noah Harari

\U0001f9f514 pic.twitter.com/rOWOxGQS7Q

— Peznt Journalist (@PezntJournalist) September 14, 2021

The global corporate elite via the World Economic Forum are your central planners. It is a techno-religion being shaped by

unelected global technocrats.

https://t.co/brimdmxgyl
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GREAT NARRATIVE OPENING SPEECH - Klaus Schwab

"Here I think the next two days, we will look how we imagine, how we design, how we execute, the great narratives.

How we define the story of our world for the future." pic.twitter.com/emzGChowTh

— Peznt Journalist (@PezntJournalist) November 16, 2021
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